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I. PROJECT DESIGN
This proposal, based on the development of pyrite iron disulfide (FeS 2) as an earth-abundant
photovoltaic for low-cost solar cells, is submitted in response to a recent solicitation from the
University of Minnesota (UofM) Institute on the Environment (IonE). This solicitation relates to
IonE’s Renewable Development Fund (RDF) block grant, which seeks to facilitate UofM innovation
in renewable electricity for Minnesota’s future. Herein we provide a detailed description of the
proposed project, including an outline of the UofM faculty team and external participants, a
summary of the motivation, a description of proposed tasks, an overview of project management,
and a budget. The overall goal is to capitalize on an important recent UofM discovery with FeS2, a
material that has abundant potential for low-cost environmentally benign solar cells but has thus
far evaded competitive efficiencies. This recent breakthrough dramatically changes the optimal
approaches to exploiting FeS2’s unique attributes, opening up completely new pathways to efficient
solar cells. It is argued that this can finally unlock the potential of FeS2, enabling a solar cell
technology with dramatically reduced electricity generation costs, a central goal of the IonE RDF.
I.A Project Team
The proposed team comprises three UofM faculty from two departments, in addition to two
strategically-selected industrial partners. The UofM principal investigators (PIs) are:
Prof. Eray Aydil, Christenson Chair in Renewable Energy, Department of Chemical Engineering
and Materials Science (CEMS);
Prof. Laura Gagliardi, Distinguished McKnight University Professor, Department of Chemistry;
Prof. Chris Leighton, Distinguished McKnight University Professor, CEMS.
This interdisciplinary group has been chosen to provide the expertise to execute all aspects of the
work. The aforementioned breakthrough with FeS2 in fact came from collaborative work by Aydil
and Leighton, enabled by Aydil’s expertise with solar cells, and Leighton’s expertise with synthesis
and characterization of electronic materials, particularly sulfides. Gagliardi adds a further essential
element in first-principles electronic structure computation, which will dramatically speed the
development of the proposed FeS2 solar cells. Ultimately, the RDF aims to translate discoveries to
applications, and facilitate market penetration. We have thus partnered with two corporations:
tenKsolar, a MN-based solar cell company with management, research and development, as well
as significant manufacturing, at their Bloomington, MN headquarters (http://tenksolar.com);
Physical Electronics (PHI), a MN-based (Eden Prairie) company developing and selling surface
and thin film analysis instruments for research and development in advanced materials. Their
instruments accelerate the development of new materials and devices (https://www.phi.com).
Briefly, the partnership and interaction with tenKsolar will provide the needed connection to solar
cell manufacturing, invaluable for issues such as manufacturability, materials and process costs,
etc., while the collaboration with PHI will provide capabilities and expertise in a critical area of
materials characterization and explore a new potential market for their products.
I.B Introduction
Approximately 46% of Minnesota’s electricity is currently produced from coal imported from
Wyoming and Montana, two nuclear power plants providing an additional 21% of the state’s power.
The state also has, however, some of the nation’s strongest renewable electricity standards, which
will require utilities to produce 25% of their electricity from renewable sources by 2025, 1.5% of
this from solar by 2020.1 This farsighted leadership has already diversified energy sources in MN
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and has reduced the state’s reliance on coal power generation from 60% to 46% in under a decade.
As an example, MN now ranks ninth in the US in wind power, generating over 15% of the state’s
electricity, more than that from natural gas (13%).2 MN has also made significant strides in solar
power. With the opening of the largest state solar array at the Minneapolis-St. Paul (MSP) airport
(Figure 1), the solar power generation in MN has more than quadrupled in the last four years.3 The
solar cells at MSP will supply 20% of the electricity at the airport, reducing carbon emissions by
7,000 tons/year. Excitingly, MN is thus becoming home to global solar cell companies such as
tenKsolar, a company that entered Asian markets earlier this year with a roof-top solar installation
project in Shanghai, China.4 Time is therefore ripe for partnerships between MN companies and the
State’s flagship public research University, the UofM, where state-of-the-art solar energy research is
actively pursued. In essence this proposal aims to capitalize on this research, specifically some
recent exciting findings in the groups of the PIs, in order to establish a photovoltaic (PV) technology
that addresses some of the most serious shortcomings of existing PV materials and solar cells.
Specifically, we propose research that will lay a concrete path towards solar cells based on FeS2.
Currently 90% of commercial solar cells are
first generation devices based on crystalline
silicon (Si). Large area Si solar cells (modules)
have reached efficiencies up to 20%, but remain
expensive due to the energy required to produce
Si. Paradoxically, despite dominating the solar
cell market Si does not absorb light well,
necessitating the use of thick (300 m) slabs to
absorb a good fraction of the sun’s light. Second
generation cells use highly absorbing (100
higher than Si) thin semiconductor films (~1
Figure 1: New solar panel installation at the MSP airport
m thick) made from cadmium telluride (CdTe) (www.startribune.com).
or copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) to reduce material costs,5 and these cells make up the
remaining 10% of the market.6 While CdTe- and CIGS-based markets are growing, these
technologies are limited by other factors, including the scarcity of In and Te and the toxicity of Cd.7
An illustration of the importance of such factors is provided by indium tin oxide, widely used in
displays, whose usage has been dramatically curtailed recently by the scarcity of In. The search for
an ideal low-cost PV material thus continues.
In principle, FeS2, otherwise known as “pyrite”, or “fool’s gold”, is one of the most suitable
semiconductors for sustainable, low-cost, large-scale solar cell manufacturing, as it has extremely
high absorbance and is comprised of earth-abundant, inexpensive, non-toxic elements.8 In fact,
pyrite absorbs light so well that only a 0.1 m film is sufficient to convert nearly all available
sunlight to electricity. The potential theoretical maximum efficiency of FeS2 solar cells is also high,
30%, rivaling Si. Moreover, and critically in our context, assuming similar efficiencies the raw
materials would cost only 0.00019 ¢/kW to produce electricity from FeS2-based solar cells,
compared to 3.9 ¢/kW for Si.7 Cheap sulfur is abundantly available as a petroleum by-product, and it
costs only $0.03/kg to extract Fe from the earth’s crust, compared to $1.70/kg for Si.7
(Parenthetically, MN is also home to significant iron ore deposits; developing new technologies that
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use this resource would bode well for the State’s industry, particularly at a time when the iron
range has been struck by the global glut of cheap steel.9) All this would mean a significant reduction
in materials costs (which make up 60% of the total module cost10) for FeS2 solar cells compared to
Si and CdTe. One can also anticipate higher throughput and lower equipment and depreciation
costs, due to the film thickness (0.1 m) being ten times lower than for other thin film cells.
Given these advantages, it is unsurprising that FeS2 was one of the earliest materials studied (in the
1980’s) for thin film solar cells. It fell out of favor in the 90’s, however, when power conversion
efficiencies never exceeded a disappointing 2.8%, i.e. one tenth the theoretical maximum.8 This
lackluster performance is widely acknowledged to be due to some fundamental problems with
pyrite that have gone unresolved for almost three decades.8,11-16 Recently, we made an exciting
discovery that resolves exactly one of these problems, setting the stage for potentially
revolutionary advances in FeS2-based solar cells. The goal of this project is to exploit this discovery
to develop the first efficient pyrite solar cells, dramatically reducing PV costs and eliminating low
earth abundance toxic components. In essence our work has exposed new approaches to pyrite
solar cells that this team is ideally poised to capitalize on. An award from the RDF would not only
play a key role in developing this technology, but would further enable demonstrations that would
result in an exceptional chance of securing additional external funding for this important research.
I.C Prior Work
The early work mentioned above resulted, after about a decade, in the identification of two main
issues with FeS2. The first was a general inability to understand and control doping in FeS 2. This is
highlighted by one of the most puzzling observations from the early research, which was that
unintentionally doped thin films were claimed to almost always be p-type (positive charge
carriers), in stark and unexplained contrast to the n-type behavior (negative charge carriers) seen
almost exclusively in bulk single crystals.8,13-18 To state that this conclusion influenced directions in
this field would be an understatement. The belief in p-type conduction in films and the related
inability to reliably dope n-type in fact ruled out the most direct route to solar devices
(homojunction cells based on interfaces between n-FeS2 and p-FeS2), instead directing the field
towards Schottky and photoelectrochemical devices, based on interfaces with metals or other
semiconductors. These resulted in the 2.8% efficiencies, diminishing interest in pyrite.8 The
mystery concerning the different doping seen in films, crystals and nanostructures,13,19-22 the “pyrite
doping puzzle”, was never resolved. To make matters worse, these heterojunction devices exposed
a second problem, the difficulty of controlling pyrite surfaces and interfaces. Specifically,
substantial evidence was accrued
that the electronic properties of
pyrite’s surface, and its interfaces
with other materials, is different
than its interior.8 This conclusion
has been strengthened recently,
surfaces being shown to be more
conductive than the interior though
Figure 2: (a) Photograph of an FeS2 single crystal grown by CVT. (b)
the reasons for this are not yet well
Plan- and (c) tilt-view scanning electron microscopy of 110-nm-thick
understood.23-26 This is very
polycrystalline FeS2 films synthesized via ex situ sulfidation of Fe films.
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important as it is known that the low efficiency of FeS2 cells is due to low open circuit voltages; such
voltage deficits can be simply explained by anomalously conductive surfaces.25 It is not currently
known, however, how to understand or mitigate this problem.
Motivated by these problems, Aydil and Leighton began to work on FeS2 in 2009, funded first by a
seed grant and then an award from the National Science Foundation (NSF). This research led to
what is essentially the first potential resolution to the doping puzzle in pyrite. This was arrived at
via a broad study of both thin film and bulk crystal FeS2, films being grown by ex situ sulfidation,
crystals by chemical vapor transport (CVT). Figure 2 shows examples, including a crystal (a) and
plan- (b) and tilt-view (c) images of polycrystalline films. All such materials have been thoroughly
structurally and chemically characterized, and can be made rigorously phase pure.14,15 It is detailed
studies of their electronic properties, however, that have led to the most interesting conclusion. A
snapshot is shown in Figure 3, where the room temperature Hall (top) and Seebeck (bottom)
coefficients are plotted vs. the Hall mobility. These two parameters are emphasized as they are the
premier means to establish carrier type (p vs. n) in any semiconductor. In Figure 3 these coefficients
are shown for both films (solid points) and crystals (open points). As expected, the crystal data are
clustered in the top right of both plots, the signs of the Hall and Seebeck coefficients being
consistent with electrons (n-type, blue data points), the mobility exceeding 100 cm2V-1s-1.
Films, however, are more complex. The mobility there is
widely spread, from 10-4 to 10 cm2V-1s-1, due to changes in
synthesis and processing conditions, the implicit variables
used to vary the mobility in Figure 3. Remarkably, universal
behavior emerges as a function of mobility. The first
surprise in this behavior is the sign of the Hall and Seebeck
coefficients in higher mobility films. This identifies
electrons as the charge carriers in both cases, definitively
establishing that films with reasonable mobilities are
actually n-type, directly challenging the belief of
predominant p-type behavior.14 Note that this is achieved
on many substrates, under various conditions. Moreover,
given that the blue data points from films and crystals
exhibit such consistent behavior, one reasonable
assumption is that the n-type behavior in these films and
bulk crystals has a common origin, likely sulfur (S)
Figure 3: (a) The Hall coefficient (RH) and
vacancies.15,25 Different behavior emerges as the mobility (b) the Seebeck coefficient (S) vs. the Hall
decreases in Figure 3, however. The Hall coefficient carrier mobility (µH) for FeS2 at 300 K. Both
polycrystalline thin films (solid points) and
gradually decreases, but then abruptly changes sign (from synthetic single crystals (open points) are
blue to red points) in the mid 10-3 cm2V-1s-1 range, shown. The red/blue symbols indicate the
apparently indicating a crossover to hole-like behavior. apparent carrier type (hole/electron-like)
based on the sign of RH and S.
While the Seebeck coefficient is slightly more complex,
exhibiting a more gradual crossover from electron-like (blue) to hole-like (red), the same general
picture holds. Figure 3 can thus be divided into three regions, I, II, and III, at high, intermediate, and
low mobility, respectively.
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Variable temperature transport measurements in these three regimes provided the critical
information for a consistent interpretation. Specifically, such measurements unambiguously
established diffusive transport in Region I (typical of higher mobility semiconductors), crossing
over in Region II to a regime of hopping transport that is robustly established in Region III. In
essence the low mobility in Region III results from such high disorder that electrons tunnel
between defect sites as opposed to diffusing through the lattice. Critically, this makes relevant an
interesting but not widely known fact, first uncovered in amorphous Si in the 70’s, where the Hall
coefficient was understood to invert sign in the hopping regime.14,27,28 Although again not widely
appreciated, this can also occur in the Seebeck coefficient, and is established in theory. Given the
simultaneity of the sign changes in these coefficients with our crossover from diffusive to hopping
transport, we are led to the conclusion that the apparent p-type behavior in our low mobility films,
and likely many others in the literature, is really n-type behavior, the Hall and Seebeck coefficients
inverting due to hopping.14,15 We thus believe, in stark contrast to prior work, that (a) n-type films
can be routinely obtained, and (b) apparent p-type behavior results, in most cases, from hopping.
The implications of these conclusions are deep. No doping puzzle really exists, and, moreover, if ptype films can be obtained we have the first direct route to a thin film p-n homojunction, the most
straightforward approach to an FeS2 solar cell. This eliminates the need for interfaces with other
semiconductors, sidestepping the second major problem with pyrite. Ironically, however, the prior
belief of p-type behavior in unintentionally doped FeS2 films resulted in little effort to deliberately
p-dope thin films, which is exactly what we now understand is needed. This is therefore a key goal
of our proposed work. It should be noted that this work on the doping puzzle was enabled by a
grant to Aydil and Leighton from an NSF sustainability program that no longer supports solar
research. Our effort will thus be unfunded from Sep. 2016 unless an alternate source is secured.
I.D Overall Vision and Goals
Building on our new understanding, which is currently unpublished (a manuscript is under
preparation for Nature Communications), we propose to pursue two related approaches to FeS2based solar cells that have never previously been possible. The first follows from the above, the
concept being to capitalize on our ability to deposit n-type FeS2
films to produce the first p-n homojunction cells. Central to this
effort, of course, will be a directed search for a p-type dopant.
The second concept is a hybrid one, where we will attempt to
harness the most attractive attributes of FeS2 in a device that
could dramatically reduce the materials cost in Si modules,
directly connecting with one of our partner companies. These
two concepts are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Two proposed solar cell
concepts; M is a metal, e.g., Al or Ag.

I.E Thrust A: FeS2 p-n homojunction solar cells
As
discussed
above,
the
fabrication
and
structural/chemical/(photo)electrical characterization of thin
film p-n homojunctions, the potential heart of a novel FeS2based solar cell technology, is an immediate goal. Although ntype FeS2 films are now routinely synthesized in our labs,14,15
we must first further optimize them, seeking improved control
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over doping, and better mobility. Our current “champion” films approach 10 cm2V-1s-1, which, while
several orders of magnitude superior to many reports,8 still lags crystals substantially.25 Moreover,
controlling, in particular reducing the electron density is required to widen p-n depletion regions
and maximize efficiency. The key factor is understanding the source of the n-doping, S vacancies
being the leading candidate.15,25 We will attempt to definitively confirm this by making direct
connections between the doping level and synthesis and post-deposition processing variations
designed to tune the S concentration. Continuing with ex situ sulfidation this can be done during (by
varying the S charge in the sulfidation vessel) and post-growth (by thermal annealing in S),
followed by Hall measurements to assess doping level and mobility. One particularly appealing
approach is to control the temperature-time (thus S vapor pressure-time) trajectory on cooling.
This is very effective with oxides, but has not been properly explored in pyrite. Coupled to these
experiments, Gagliardi will apply a spectrum of density functional theory (DFT) methods to
understand S vacancy energetics, including enthalpies of formation, donor level positions, etc.
These are non-trivial issues as prior theoretical work is contradictory with respect to formation of
these defects and their efficacy as donors.12,29-31 The pyrite crystal structure involves sulfur
dimers,32 and thus we will study both single and double vacancy formation. As a whole, this effort
will lead to a definitive picture of the viability of the S vacancy as the dominant donor in FeS2.
It should be noted here that we have already performed some ppm-level characterization of
impurities in our FeS2 films with Argonne National Lab. Specifically, depth-profiled SIMS
(Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry) has been done, one of the conclusions being that many films
have electron densities far in excess of the total concentration of (metals-basis) impurities,
supporting S vacancy doping. These measurements also hint at an explanation for the lower doping
limit we have achieved thus far (1019 cm-3), which currently limits our mobility. Specifically, we
observed the presence of Co, Ni and Cu, all suspected donors, at a level of 1019 cm-3. We will thus
refine our ex situ sulfidation to explicitly mitigate incorporation of these metals, using e.g., higher
purity Fe. Our collaboration with PHI will be critical here, as they have unparalleled expertise in
SIMS, in addition to other techniques that permit detailed interrogation of the spatial distribution of
impurities.
While ex situ sulfidation has served us
well, it is prudent to consider other
techniques that may be capable of
lower doped higher mobility films. In
situ reactive sputtering from Fe in an
Ar/H2S mix is attractive in this regard
as it has been reported capable of 25
cm2V-1s-1 mobility in FeS2,33 and we
have available a system specifically
designed for such reactive deposition
(Figure 5).34 We will thus explore this
approach, putting to work the battery
of characterization methods at our
disposal. Our preliminary work has

Figure 5: (a) Schematic of the sulfide reactive sputtering system in our
lab. Also shown are images of the H2S/Ar supply system (b) and main
deposition chamber (c).
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already established the conditions for phase pure FeS2 films, setting the stage for a deeper effort
focused on the interplay between doping, mobility, and fine-tuned process parameters.34
In parallel with the above, we will execute the first serious exploration of deliberate p-doping in
FeS2. Given the large palette of potential dopants our approach will be theory-guided, Gagliardi
screening potential candidates via sophisticated DFT. These methods face challenges in FeS2, as
most commonly-used functionals suffer from intra-atomic self-interaction error, causing overdelocalization of the Fe 3d orbitals. This will be combatted by applying not only Hubbard U
corrections, but also empirical corrections to Coulomb and exchange functionals. The latter will
employ Hartree-Fock-like potentials to treat the intra-atomic interactions in certain sub-shells,
more accurately describing the electronic structure at minimum computational cost. Obvious
targets are Mn and Cr, which form in the pyrite structure but with lower d electron count than Fe,
as well as Group V substitutions for S, such as Sb or P. One of the advantages of our approach,
however, is that rapid screening of other candidates can be done, using genetic algorithms and
wave-function based methods on defect-containing clusters. The experimental effort will then focus
on incorporation of promising candidates in precise quantities. Considering first ex situ sulfidation,
and using Mn as a hypothetical example, attractive methods include co-sputtering Fe-Mn alloy
targets simultaneously with Fe, or incorporation in the vapor phase during sulfidation. The former
can be tuned to semiconductor doping levels using low-rate RF sputtering from a low Mn target
(with high rate DC deposition of Fe), while the latter will be guided by prior work of Aydil and
Leighton on Cu2ZnSnS4 where controlled doping was achieved by “spiking” the sulfidation vessel
with metal hydroxides.35 The reactive sputtering discussed above provides another route to
incorporation of p-dopants, either from the Fe target or in the vapor phase. In all cases the
deposition and characterization will be followed by electrical studies to probe doping and mobility.
With a p-dopant established, the next step will be fabrication of homojunctions, as in Figure 4(a).
Clearly, the preferred method of synthesis will be dictated by the determined optimal dopant and
incorporation method, but we describe here some viable example approaches. Considering first ex
situ sulfidation, reasonable approaches include one and two-step methods. The latter would involve
sulfidation of the p or n layer followed by a second Fe deposition and sulfidation, the former a
single-step sulfidation of a doped/undoped bilayer (e.g. Fe:Mn/Fe). The one-step method is
simplest, but could suffer from dopant interdiffusion at the required temperatures. Reactive
sputtering is an alternative, the lower temperatures being attractive. Regardless of the exact growth
method, “drive-in” steps will also be attempted, incorporating the p-dopant into the topmost region
of a film from either a solid overlayer, or vapor. The next step will be detailed electrical and
photoelectrical characterization of the individual layers and homojunctions. This will include
temperature-dependent resistivity, Hall effect and Seebeck measurements, as well as I-V and C-V
tests on homojunction cells, both in the dark and under illumination. We will also use wavelengthresolved incident-photon-to-current-conversion efficiency (IPCE) and temperature-dependent I-V
measurements to understand the processes limiting efficiencies.36
I.F Thrust B: Si/FeS2 p-n heterojunction solar cells
Our second thrust will exploit the outstanding absorption of FeS2 to significantly reduce the
thickness of Si used in commercial Si solar cells. Specifically, we propose to develop the Si/FeS2
heterojunction in Figure 4(b), where a very thin (0.1 micron) pyrite layer will absorb nearly all the
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sun’s light, allowing the thickness of the underlying Si wafer to be dramatically reduced (from 300
to as low as 10 µm). This is thick enough for mechanical integrity, but will significantly reduce
material costs. Given the issues with FeS2 interfaces, such a heterojunction device could, at first
sight, appear ill advised. There are, however, many reasons to consider this particular
heterojunction promising. First, the lattice parameters of Si (0.5431 nm) and FeS2 (0.5417 nm) are
nearly ideally matched, boding well for low defect density polycrystalline pyrite on single crystal Si;
all prior heterojunctions were based on mismatched interfaces. Second, we will form this interface
by growing FeS2 on single crystal Si wafers (after removing the oxide). In previous attempts the
polycrystalline heterojunction partner was deposited on the problematic FeS2 surface. Thirdly, we
now have a vastly improved understanding of doping in FeS2, ensuring that we actually form a p-n
junction. Previous work was based on the incorrect presumption of p-doping and thus may have
inadvertently created n-n junctions, as opposed to p-n. In contrast, our experience with doping, and
our continually improving understanding of surface conduction in FeS2, leave us well prepared to
tackle any problems that arise with the FeS2/Si interface. Finally, the alignment of the energy bands
at the FeS2/Si interface is almost as good as in a homojunction. In addition to their similar band
gaps (1.1 eV for Si, 0.95 eV for FeS2) the electron affinities of Si and FeS2 are nearly identical (4.05
and 3.9±0.1 eV, respectively37,38), meaning that small band discontinuities can be anticipated.
In addition to reducing Si thickness, our proposed device will also use Si wafers from kerfless
manufacturing, eliminating the two biggest materials cost contributions.39,40 Currently about 50%
of the Si is lost as kerf (essentially sawdust) when Si boules are cut into wafers.6 Reducing wafer
thickness and using kerfless manufacturing are thus major goals in the Si solar cell industry. This
drive towards thin Si mates perfectly with our proposed work, as 10-20 m thick Si wafers are just
beginning to become available, with their cost expected to decline.41 Moreover, methods for
handling, mounting, and laminating thin Si have been developed. Thin Si wafers can now be bonded
to a variety of inexpensive carrier substrates, including flexible plastic (Figure 6)42 or steel foil, and
solar cells based on 20 m wafers have been demonstrated (Figure
6), though they have significantly lower efficiencies than
conventional Si cells.43 Most approaches to increase their efficiency
focus on improving absorption, either by increasing the light path
or plasmonic enhancement.44,45 These typically require patterning
of features at dimensions smaller than the light wavelength, making
low-cost manufacturing difficult. Our approach, on the other hand,
shifts the burden of light absorption from Si to pyrite,
circumventing these difficulties. If successful, compared to state-ofFigure 6: A solar cell based on a
the-art Si wafers (~100 m) our approach will use 20 times less Si
20 m thick Si wafer bonded to a
(including 50% kerf savings), decreasing costs significantly.
plastic backing sheet.
We will begin by synthesizing n-type FeS2 films, either via reactive sputtering or ex situ sulfidation,
on commercial p-type Si substrates. As the optimal synthesis route to a low-defect density FeS2/Si
interface is not yet clear, initial experiments will determine which of these approaches is most
promising. One critical issue will be the tendency of Fe and Si to form silicides (e.g., FeSi) at the
interface.46 The presence of S and the formation of pyrite may avoid this, however. Indeed, the
standard Gibbs free energies of formation (∆𝐺𝑓𝑜 ) for FeSi and FeS2 are -87.5 kJ/mole and -183.4
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kJ/mole, respectively,47,48 meaning that FeS2 formation is preferred, although kinetics and diffusion
are also important. For example, in ex situ sulfidation Fe will be deposited on Si and then heated in S
vapor to form FeS2. Reaction and interdiffusion of Si and Fe at the interface, before S is able to
convert Fe to FeS2, may prevent the formation of a defect-free sharp interface between Si and FeS2,
depending on the relative rates of sulfide vs. silicide formation. On the other hand, in reactive
sputtering, Fe and S arrive at the growing surface concurrently and react rapidly to form FeS2,
minimizing reactions between Si and Fe, although a thin layer of iron silicide may still form. Bulk
∆𝐺𝑓𝑜 values also do not take into account interfacial energies. We thus propose to gain insight into
the stable structures and bonding at the Si/FeS2 interface using DFT. A suite of functionals will be
employed, including the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), meta-GGA, hybrid functionals,
and functionals with Hubbard U corrections, to establish the most appropriate for this purpose.
These calculations will inform deposition strategies and clarify the conditions for defect-free
interfaces. Experiments will then seek to determine if interfacial reactions occur, and, if so, whether
they result in unwanted compounds. X-ray diffraction and depth profiling using Auger and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopies will be used to characterize FeS2 on Si, and interfaces of select films
will also be studied using analytical cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy. Based on
these results and guidance from DFT, we will then undertake a detailed systematic study to
determine which approach, ex situ sulfidation or reactive sputtering, is the most feasible for low
defect density FeS2/Si for efficient solar cells. While low temperature reactive sputtering may avoid
interfacial reactions and diffusion of S into Si, our highest mobility films thus far have been achieved
with ex situ sulfidation at high temperatures (600 oC).14 On the other hand, high mobility films from
reactive sputtering have also been reported.33 We anticipate that the two studies will inform each
other and, in fact, hybrid approaches may emerge. For example, one may first form FeS2 on Si using
reactive sputtering and then increase mobility by annealing in S. As in Thrust A, promising
heterojunctions will be completed into solar cells (Figure 4(b)) and characterized using IPCE, I-V
and C-V measurements. One important final point to emphasize, relevant to both thrusts, is that all
instrumentation required for this work is readily available, either in the PI’s labs, UofM shared
facilities, or at PHI. This includes synthesis, characterization and measurement equipment.
II. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Proactive management will be required to optimize progress with the above goals, and we thus
provide a brief overview of our management plans. The first point to emphasize is that all three PIs
have demonstrated track-records with complex interdisciplinary projects. Collaborative research is
the norm for these PIs, and in fact this work builds on a long-standing collaboration between Aydil
and Leighton that facilitates a free flow of students, methods, and knowledge between their groups.
Aydil and Gagliardi are also already collaborating, and we thus believe that this group can function
at a high level, with strong interactions between all PIs. One student will work on computation,
while the other two will focus on Thrusts A and B, all being co-advised by at least two PIs. The
entire team will meet at least monthly to assess progress, discuss and interpret data, exchange
ideas, and advise on future directions. We will also meet regularly (e.g., quarterly) with Dallas
Meyer, President and CTO of tenKsolar, to share developments and obtain insight and advice on
commercial viability of our approaches. The goal is to build a relationship for possible future
commercialization, as well as receiving advice on cost and manufacturability. Our collaboration
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with PHI will involve students frequently visiting their facility to perform SIMS (and other
characterization) to assess the all-important impurities and their spatial distribution in our films
and devices. This will be particularly important for our efforts to reduce doping and enhance
mobility. PHI scientists will be actively involved in analysis, discussion, and interpretation of data;
this is highly valuable to the project and also provides PHI with insight into the PV arena. Findings
and discoveries in all aspects of the project will be disseminated through peer-reviewed
publications and presentations prepared by the students, PIs, and team members.
II.A Monitoring and Evaluation
As in their previous collaborations, the PIs will make all scientific, budgetary, and personnel
decisions by consensus. A timeline with specific goals is shown in Section II.B; evaluation of
progress towards these will be assessed not only internally, but in conjunction with IonE (Leighton
will lead reporting to IonE, with input from the other PIs), and a small external advisory board. Two
recognized PV experts have agreed to serve in this capacity, Prof. Colin Wolden (Colorado School of
Mines), and Prof. Dimitrios Maroudas (University of Massachusetts, Amherst), providing
assessment of our progress and directions. Wolden is an expert on PV and is very knowledgeable on
pyrite, while Maroudas is a computational scientist with expertise in atomistic calculations, PV, etc.
These two will visit the UofM for day-long workshops, held 6, 18 and 30 months after the award
commences, during which students and PIs will give presentations on goals, ideas, and progress. At
the end of each workshop we will solicit direct feedback, which will be instrumental in identifying
the most productive directions, as well as any activities unlikely to yield promising results.
Importantly, this will also enable vetting of ideas for proposals for external funding. Such funding
will be aggressively pursued, particularly from federal agencies such as the NSF and Department of
Energy (e.g. the “sunshot” program), maximally leveraging IonE RDF funding.
II.B Project Milestones
We provide below an approximate timeline for the research, along with some key milestones.
Year 1 milestones
Thrust A
(p-n homojunctions)

Thrust B
(FeS2/Si
heterojunctions)

Year 2 milestones

 Complete testing of S
vacancy donor hypothesis

 Identify p-doping
candidates from DFT

 Control of doping and
mobility in n-type films

 Experimental testing of pdoping candidates

 Commence DFT screening of potential p-dopants

 Initial p-n homojunction
fabrication

 Feasibility of n-FeS2 on
p-Si via ex situ sulfidation

 Feasibilty n-FeS2 on p-Si
via reactive sputtering

Year 3 milestones
 p-n homojunction
fabrication, characterization, measurement

 p-n heterojunction
fabrication, characterization, and measurement

As discussed in Section II.A, a concrete plan is in place for monitoring progress and evaluating
success with these milestones. As already emphasized, success in meeting these outcomes will not
only dramatically advance the field towards pyrite-based low-cost PV, but will also generate a
compelling case for external funding. Demonstrations of p-type doping, FeS2 homojunctions, and
functioning Si/FeS2 heterojunctions will make a very strong case for such.
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III. PROJECT BUDGET
Category
Graduate Student 1 (CEMS, TBD)
Salary, Tuition & Fringe
Graduate Student 2 (CEMS, TBD)
Salary, Tuition & Fringe
Graduate Student 3 (Chemistry, TBD)
Salary, Tuition & Fringe
Prof. Eray Aydil
(2 weeks Summer Salary & Fringe)
Prof. Laura Gagliardi
(2 weeks Summer Salary & Fringe)
Prof. Chris Leighton
(2 weeks Summer Salary & Fringe)
Materials & Supplies
(e.g., Laboratory consumable supplies)
Travel Costs
(Meetings and Advisory Board Travel)
Characterization Facility Charges
(XRD, Raman, Electron Microscopy, etc.)
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Total

$50,344

$51,424

$52,539

$154,307

$50,344

$51,424

$52,539

$154,307

$45,828

$46,775

$47,750

$140,353

$13,822

$14,237

$14,664

$42,723

$11,725

$12,077

$12,439

$36,241

$11,483

$11,827

$12,182

$35,492

$39,454

$35,236

$30,887

$105,577

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$12,000

$12,000

$12,000

$12,000

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$750,000

III.A Budget Justification
A more detailed budget is available in EGMS upon request. Note that for convenience we may set up
a daughter account for the theoretical work conducted in the Chemistry department. Essentially, we
have budgeted funds to support three graduate students. One chemistry graduate student will work
on computational aspects, while two chemical engineering/materials science students will work on
thrusts A and B. We have budgeted their salary, tuition, and fringe benefits, assuming a 3% yearly
inflation. The great majority of the salary and fringe is allocated to graduate assistants, although
two weeks of summer salary and fringe are budgeted for each of the PI’s effort and leadership,
including project oversight, paper preparation, interacting with partners, etc. We have budgeted
30-40k per year for materials, supplies, and consumables such as sputtering targets, substrates,
chemicals, cryogens, glassware, etc. This is based on previous experience with similar size projects;
on average we expend $12-15k/student annually on materials and supplies. We have also budgeted
six trips per year to national scientific meetings (or national facilities to conduct experiments) at
$2k per trip ($800 round trip airfare, $500 lodging, $200 meals and incidentals, $500 meeting
registration). While these costs vary depending on the meeting, duration, and location, an average
trip to a scientific meeting costs $1500-2000. We have also budgeted $1500 per trip per year for
our two advisory board members ($800 round trip airfare, $500 lodging, $200 meals and
incidentals). Materials will be characterized at the UofM Characterization facility where user fees on
equipment are hourly. Accordingly, we budgeted $6000 per year per (experimental) student, again
based on prior similar projects. In round numbers this corresponds to 150 hours (e.g.,~3 hours per
week for 50 weeks) of use per student on an average hourly rate of $40.
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Biographical Sketches of the Principal Investigators
Eray S. Aydil, Professor, Chemical Engineering and Materials Science (CEMS), U. of Minnesota
Education and Training
• Postdoctoral Member of Technical Staff, AT&T Bell Labs, 1991-1993
• Ph.D., Chemical Engineering, University of Houston, 1991
• Bachelor of Science, Chemical Engineering, University of California Berkeley, 1986
• Bachelor of Science, Materials Science and Engineering, University of California Berkeley, 1986
Professional Appointments
• Ronald L. & Janet A. Christenson Chair in Renewable Energy, Univ. of Minnesota, 2009-present
• Professor, CEMS, University of Minnesota, 2005-present
• Executive Officer, CEMS, 2009-2014
• Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, UC Santa Barbara, 2001-2005
• Vice Chairman, Department of Chemical Engineering, UC Santa Barbara, 2001-2005
• Associate Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, UC Santa Barbara, 1998-2001
• Assistant Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, UC Santa Barbara, 1993-1998
Honors and Awards
• Plasma Prize, Plasma Science and Technology Division of the American Vacuum Society, 2009
• Fellow of the American Vacuum Society, 2005
• University of Houston Distinguished Young Engineering Alumnus, 2005
• Peter Mark Memorial Award of the American Vacuum Society, 1999
• AIChE UC Santa Barbara, Professor of the Year Award for Excellence in Teaching, 1999
• Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award, 1997
• University of California Santa Barbara Mortar Board Professor of the Year Award, 1996
• National Science Foundation National Young Investigator Award, 1994
• Norman Hackerman Young Author Award of The Electrochemical Society, 1993
• AIChE, Engineering Foundation Research Initiation Award, 1993
• University of Houston, Teaching Excellence Award, 1991
Selected Publications
Most Relevant to the Current Proposal:
1. “Self-regulation of Cu/Sn ratio in the synthesis of Cu2ZnSnS4 films”, M. Johnson, C. Wrasman, X.
Zhang, M. Manno, C. Leighton and E.S. Aydil, Chem. Mater. 27, 2507 (2015)
2. “Phase stability and stoichiometry in thin film pyrite: Impact on electronic transport properties”,
X. Zhang, T. Scott, T. Socha, D. Nielsen, M. Manno, M. Johnson, Y. Yan, Y. Losovyj, P. Dowben, E.S.
Aydil and C. Leighton, ACS Appl. Mater. Int. 7, 14130 (2015)
3. “Alkali-metal-enhanced grain growth in Cu2ZnSnS4 thin films”, M. Johnson, S.V. Baryshev, E.
Thimsen, M. Manno, I.V. Veryovkin, C. Leighton and E.S. Aydil, Energy and Environ. Sci. 7, 1931
(2014)
4. “Crossover from nanoscopic intergranular hopping to conventional transport in pyrite thin films”,
X. Zhang, M. Manno, A. Baruth, M. Johnson, E.S. Aydil and C. Leighton, ACS Nano 7, 2781 (2013)
5. “Reactive sputter deposition of pyrite structure transition metal disulfide thin films:
Microstructure, transport, and magnetism”, A.G. Baruth, M.A. Manno, D. Narasimhan, A. Shankar, X.
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Zhang, E.S. Aydil and C. Leighton, J. Appl. Phys. 112, 054328 (2012)
Other Significant Publications:
1. “Nonequilibrium-Plasma-Synthesized ZnO Nanocrystals with Plasmon Resonance Tunable via Al
Doping and Quantum Confinement”, B.L. Greenberg, S. Ganguly, J.T. Held, N.J. Kramer, K.A.
Mkhoyan, E.S. Aydil and U.R. Kortshagen, Nano Lett. 15, 8162 (2015)
2. “Doping High-Surface-Area Mesoporous TiO2 Microspheres with Carbonate for Visible Light
Hydrogen Production”, B. Liu, L. Liu, X-F. Lang, H.-Y. Wang, X.W. Lou and E.S. Aydil, Energy and
Environ. Sci. 7, 2592 (2014)
3. “High Electron Mobility Thin Films Formed Via Supersonic Impact Deposition of Nanocrystals
Synthesized in Nonthermal Plasmas”, E. Thimsen, M. Johnson, X. Zhang, A.J. Wagner, K.A. Mkhoyan,
U. Kortshagen and E.S. Aydil, Nat. Commun. 5, 5822 (2014)
4. “Hot Electron Transfer from Semiconductor Nanocrystals Hot Electron Transfer from
Semiconductor Nanocrystals”, W. A. Tisdale, K. J. Williams, B. C. Timp, D. J. Norris, E. S. Aydil and X.Y. Zhu, Science 328, 1543 (2010)
5. “Growth of Oriented Single-Crystalline Rutile TiO2 Nanorods on Transparent Conducting
Substrates for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells”, B. Liu and E. S. Aydil, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 131, 3985 (2009)
Synergistic Activities/Professional Service
• Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology A & B, (2010-present) • Chair and
Co-Chair American Vacuum Society (AVS) National Symposium Topical Conference on Energy
Frontiers Programming (2011-2015) • University of Minnesota Student Energy Club Advisor
(2015-present) • Participant in the Nanoscale Informal Science Education (NISE) Network at the
Science Museum of Minnesota (2007-present) • American Vacuum Society (AVS) National
Programming Committee Vice Chair and Chair, (2008-2010)
External Collaborators
A. Baruth (Creighton), P. Dowben (Nebraska), R. K. Feist (Dow Solar), V. M. Fthenakis (Columbia),
J.-Y. Lee (Singapore National Univ.), D. J. Norris (ETH), X.-Y. Zhu (Columbia).
Thesis and Postdoctoral Advisors
Graduate Advisor: Prof. D. Economou, University of Houston; Postdoc Advisor: Dr. R. Gottscho,
formerly of AT&T Bell Labs now at Lam Research Corporation
Advisees
Ph.D. students: Ms. C. Clark, Ms. N. Trejo, Mr. B. Voigt, Ms. W. Wenger, Mr. B. Williams, Former
Ph.D. students (partial list from 29 total): Prof. S. Han (Ph.D. 1998, Univ. of New Mexico), Dr.
E. Edelberg (Ph.D. 1999, Lam Research), Prof. N. Alcantar (Ph.D. 2000, Univ. of South Florida),
Prof. S. Agarwal (Ph.D. 2003, Colorado School of Mines), Prof. J. Baxter (Ph.D. 2005, Drexel
University), Dr. J. Boercker (Ph. D. 2009, Naval Research Labs), Dr. K. Leschkies (Ph.D. 2009,
Applied Materials), Dr. M. Behr (Ph.D. 2010, Dow), Prof. W. Tisdale (MIT), Prof. B. Liu (Ph.D.
2011, Nanyang Technological Univ.), Dr. B. Chernomordik (Ph.D. 2014, NREL), Dr. M. Johnson
(Ph.D. 2014, EPFL), Dr. X. Zhang (Ph.D. 2015, Lam Research). Postdocs: Dr. S. Ganguly, Dr. S.
W. Shin. Former post-docs (partial list from 13 total): Prof. E. Thimsen (Washington Univ.),
Prof. R. Anthony (Michigan State Univ.) Prof. L. Mangolini (UC Riverside).
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Laura Gagliardi, Professor, Chemistry, University of Minnesota
Education and Training
• Postdoctoral Associate, University of Cambridge, U.K., 1997-1998
• Ph.D., Theoretical Chemistry, University of Bologna, Italy, 1997
• First Degree (Bachelors) in Industrial Chemistry, University of Bologna, Italy, 1994
Professional Appointments
• Director, Energy Frontier Research Center, Inorganometallic Catalyst Design Center, University
of Minnesota, 2014-present
• Distinguished McKnight University Professor, University of Minnesota, 2014-present
• Director, Nanoporous Materials Research Center, University of Minnesota, 2012-2014
• Director, Chemical Theory Center, University of Minnesota, 2012-present
• Professor, University of Minnesota, 2009-present
• University of Geneva, Switzerland, Associate Professor, 2006-2008
• Tenured Lecturer, University of Palermo, Italy, 2002-2005
• Research Fellowship, University of Bologna, Italy,1999-2001
Honors and Awards
• Distinguished McKnight University Professorship, University of Minnesota, 2014
• Swiss National Science Foundation Award, 2010
• Annual Award of the International Academy of Quantum Molecular Science for scientists under
40, 2004
• Visiting Professor, Lund University, Sweden (Department of Chemistry), 2005
• Visiting Professor, University of Tokyo (Department of Chemistry), 2003
• Award "Toso-Montanari," University of Bologna, 1993
Selected Publications Most Relevant to the Current Proposal:
1. “Metal-Organic Framework Nodes as Nearly Ideal Supports for Molecular Catalysts: NU-1000 and
UiO-66-Supported Iridium Complexes”, D. Yang, S. O. Odoh, T. C. Wang, O. K. Farha, J. T. Hupp, C. J.
Cramer, L. Gagliardi, and B. C. Gates, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 137, 7391 (2015)
2. “Targeted Single-site MOF Node Modification: Trivalent Metal Loading via Atomic Layer
Deposition”, I. S. Kim, J. Borycz, A. Platero-Plats, S. Tussupbayev, T. Wang, O. Farha, J. Hupp, L.
Gagliardi, K. Chapman, C. Cramer, and A. Martinson, Chem. Mater., 27, 4772 (2015)
3. “Can Multiconfigurational Self-Consistent Field Theory and Density Functional Theory Correctly
Predict the Ground State of Metal–Metal-Bonded Complexes?”, R. K. Carlson, S. O. Odoh, S. J.
Tereniak, C. C. Lu, and L. Gagliardi, J. Chem. Theory Comput., 11 (9), 4093 (2015)
4. “Multi-Configuration Pair-Density Functional Theory”, G. Li Manni, R. K. Carlson, S. Luo, D. Ma, J.
Olsen, D. G. Truhlar, and L. Gagliardi, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 10, 3669 (2014)
5. “Multiconfiguration Pair-Density Functional Theory: A Fully Translated Gradient Approximation
and Its Performance for Transition Metal Dimers and the Spectroscopy of Re2Cl82–“, R. K. Carlson,
D. G. Truhlar, L. Gagliardi, J. Chem. Theory Comput., 11 (9), 4077 (2015)
Other Significant Publications:
6. “Role of the Metal in the Bonding and Properties of Bimetallic Complexes Involving Manganese,
Iron, and Cobalt”, S. J. Tereniak, R. K. Carlson, L. J. Clouston, V. G. Young, Jr., E. Bill, R. Maurice, Y.-S.
Cheng, H. J. Kime L. Gagliardi, C. C Lu, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 136, 1842 (2014)
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7. “Catalytic Silylation of Dinitrogen with a Dicobalt Complex”, R. B. Siedschlag, V. Bernales, K. D.
Vogiatzis, N. Planas, L. J. Clouston, E. Bill, L. Gagliardi, and C. C. Lu, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 137, 4638
(2015)
8. “Systematic Variation of Metal-Metal Bond Order in Metal- Chromium Complexes”, L. J. Clouston,
R. B. Siedschlag, P. A. Rudd, N. Planas, S. Hu, A. D. Miller, L. Gagliardi, and C. C. Lu J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
135 13142 (2013)
9. “Design of a metal-organic framework with enhanced back bonding for the separation of N2 and
CH4”, K. Lee, W. C. Isley III, A. L. Dzubak, P. Verma, S. J. Stoneburner, L.-C. Lin, J. D. Howe, E. D.
Bloch, D. A. Reed, M. R. Hudson, C. M. Brown, J. R. Long, J. B. Neaton, B. Smit, C. J. Cramer, D. G.
Truhlar, and L. Gagliardi,J. Am. Chem. Soc. 136, 698 (2014)
10. “Defining the Proton Topology of the Zr6-Based Metal-Organic Framework NU-1000”, N. Planas, J.
E. Mondloch, S. Tussupbayev, J. Borycz, L. Gagliardi, J. T. Hupp, O. K. Farha, C. J. Cramer, J. Phys.
Chem. Lett. 5, 3716 (2014)
Synergistic Activities/Professional Service
 Member, Editorial Advisory Board: Chemical Reviews (2015-present), ACS Central Science
(2014-present), Journal of the American Chemical Society (2013-present), Inorganic Chemistry
(2014-present), Journal of Chemical Physics (2010-present), Journal of Chemical Theory and
Computation (2009-present), Theoretical Chemistry Accounts  Alternate Councilor for the
Physical Chemical Division of ACS (2013-present)  Chair of Theoretical Chemistry Subdivision
Executive Committee of ACS (2012-2013)  Officer of Theoretical Chemistry Subdivision
Executive Committee of ACS (2011-2012)  Organizer of various ACS National Meeting Symposia
External Collaborators:
L. Andrews (Virginia), S. Bart (Purdue), J. Berry (Madison), P. Burns (ND), K.R. Czerwinski (Las
Vegas), C. Clavaguerra (Paris), C. C. Cummins (MIT), M. Deem (Rice), P. Diaconescu (UCLA), D.
Dixon (Alabama) M. Duncan (Athens, Georgia), W.J. Evans (Irvine), O. Farha (Northwestern), B.
Gates (UC Davis), J.K. Gibson (LBL), G.S. Girolami (UIUC), C. Jones (Monash), A. Kovacs (Karlsruhe),
R. Kempe (Bayreuth), J. Hupp (Northwestern), R. Lindh (Uppsala), A. Llobet (Girona), J. Long
(UCB), P.-Å. Malmqvist (Lund), K. Mertz (Michigan State), J.R. Nitschke (Cambridge), J. Neaton
(UCB), D. Nocera (Harvard), J. Olsen (Aahrus). P. Piecuch (MSU), K. Pierloot (Leuven), P.P. Power
(UCD), F. Poineau (Las Vegas), A.P. Sattelberger (ANL), E. Solomon (Stanford), R. Spezia (Paris), B.
Smit (UCB), J. Walensky (Missouri).
Thesis and Postdoctoral Advisors: Graduate Advisor: G.L. Bendazzoli, U Bologna; Postdoc
Advisor: Nicholas Handy (Cambridge, U.K; deceased)
Advisees: Ph.D. Students: J. Borycz, R. Carlson, S. Ghosh, C. Hoyer, K. Kusler, H. Pham, D. Ray, P.
Sharma, A. Sonnenberger, A. Stoneburner. Former Students: C. Beuchat (Geneva), G. Bondarevsky
(Madison), A. Dzubak (Minneapolis), D. Evans (Minneapolis), F. Ferrante (Palermo), L. Fox
(Minneapolis), G. Li Manni (Stuttgart), D. Koballa (Minneapolis), G. La Macchia (Geneva), C.
Prinzivalli (Palermo), A. Rehaman Moughal Shahi (Hyderabad), B. Vlaisavljevich (Northwestern), Y.
Yao (Minneapolis). Postdocs: V. Bernales, E. Haldoupis, S. Odoh, D. Pahls, A. Sand, K. Sharkas, K.
Vogiatzis, J. Xie. Former Postdocs: F. Aquilante (Bologna), E. Berdnarz (Amsterdam), M. Brynda
(Geneva), J. Grant (Minneapolis), D. Hagberg (Lund), S. Huber (Munich), I. Infante (Vrije), G. Li
(Columbia U.), G. Li Manni (MPI, Stuttgart), D. Ma (MPI, Stuttgart), R. Maurice (Nantes), N. Planas
(Eau Claire), J. Raab (Lausanne), D. Semrouni (Nancy), T. Todorova (Paris), D. Zherebetskyy (LBNL).
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Chris Leighton, Professor, Chemical Engineering and Materials Science (CEMS), U. of Minnesota
Education and Training
• Postdoctoral Associate, UC San Diego, 1998-2001
• Ph.D., Condensed Matter Physics, University of Durham, UK, 1998
• Bachelor of Science (Hons.), 1st Class, Physics, University of Durham, UK, 1994
Professional Appointments
• Distinguished McKnight University Professor, University of Minnesota, 2014-present
• Amundson Professor, CEMS, University of Minnesota, 2014-present
• Professor, CEMS, University of Minnesota, 2011-2014
• Director of Undergraduate Studies in Materials Science, U. of Minnesota, 2010-present
• Associate Professor, CEMS, University of Minnesota, 2007-2011
• Graduate Faculty in Physics, University of Minnesota, 2005-present
• Assistant Professor, CEMS, University of Minnesota, 2001-2007
Honors and Awards
• Cozzarelli prize winner (with F. Bates and S. Lee), Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, 2015
• Distinguished McKnight University Professorship, University of Minnesota, 2014
• George W. Taylor Distinguished Research Award, University of Minnesota, 2013
• Fellow of the American Physical Society, 2012
• “Emerging Leader” Colloquium Speaker, Materials Dept., UC Santa Barbara, 2008
• McKnight Presidential Fellow, University of Minnesota, 2007
• Taylor Career Development Award, University of Minnesota, 2007
• Marconi Scholar, University of Denver, 2006
• Institute of Technology Student Board Award, University of Minnesota, 2003
• Russell Prize in Applied Physics, University of Durham, 1998
Selected Publications
Most Relevant to the Current Proposal:
1. “Self-regulation of Cu/Sn ratio in the synthesis of Cu2ZnSnS4 films”, M. Johnson, C. Wrasman, X.
Zhang, M. Manno, C. Leighton and E.S. Aydil, Chem. Mater. 27, 2507 (2015)
2. “Phase stability and stoichiometry in thin film pyrite: Impact on electronic transport properties”,
X. Zhang, T. Scott, T. Socha, D. Nielsen, M. Manno, M. Johnson, Y. Yan, Y. Losovyj, P. Dowben, E.S.
Aydil and C. Leighton, ACS Appl. Mater. Int. 7, 14130 (2015)
3. “Alkali-metal-enhanced grain growth in Cu2ZnSnS4 thin films”, M. Johnson, S.V. Baryshev, E.
Thimsen, M. Manno, I.V. Veryovkin, C. Leighton and E.S. Aydil, Energy and Environ. Sci. 7, 1931
(2014)
4. “Crossover from nanoscopic intergranular hopping to conventional transport in pyrite thin films”,
X. Zhang, M. Manno, A. Baruth, M. Johnson, E.S. Aydil and C. Leighton, ACS Nano 7, 2781 (2013)
5. “Reactive sputter deposition of pyrite structure transition metal disulfide thin films:
Microstructure, transport, and magnetism”, A.G. Baruth, M.A. Manno, D. Narasimhan, A. Shankar, X.
Zhang, E.S. Aydil and C. Leighton, J. Appl. Phys. 112, 054328 (2012)
Other Significant Publications:
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1. “Sphericity and symmetry breaking in the formation of Frank-Kasper phases from one component
materials”, S. Lee, C. Leighton and F.S. Bates, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 111, 17723 (2014)
2. “Kondo physics in non-local metallic spin transport devices”, L. O’Brien, D. Spivak, M. Erickson, H.
Ambaye, R.J. Goyette, V. Lauter, P.A. Crowell and C. Leighton, Nat. Commun. 5, 3927 (2014)
3. “High conductance transport at the Hall mobility peak in electrolyte-gated rubrene crystals”, W.
Xie, S. Wang, X. Zhang, C. Leighton and C.D. Frisbie, Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 246602 (2014)
4. “Persistent optically induced magnetism in oxygen-deficient strontium titanate”, W.D. Rice, P.
Ambwani, M. Bombeck, J.D. Thompson, C. Leighton and S.A. Crooker, Nat. Mater. 13, 481 (2014)
5. “Crystallites of magnetic charges in artificial spin ice”, S. Zhang, I. Gilbert, C. Nisoli, G.-W. Chern,
M. Erickson, L. O’Brien, C. Leighton, P. Lammert, V. Crespi, and P. Schiffer, Nature 500, 553 (2013)
Synergistic Activities/Professional Service
• Vice-Chair, American Physical Society (APS) Topical Group on Magnetism (GMAG) (2015) •
Chair, Advisory Committee, Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (MMM) Conference (2015) • MMM
conference General Chair (2014) • Secretary, Neutron Scattering Society of America (2011 - 2015)
• Editor, MMM conference (2011) • Member, Editorial Board IEEE Magnetics Letters (2011 present) • Joint MMM/Intermag Conference Program Chair (2010) • Co-organizer, Telluride
Science Research Center workshop on Transition Metal Oxides (2009)
External Collaborators
J. Barker (NIST), P. Blaha (Vienna), G. Boebinger (NHMFL), B. Bolon (Hamline), J.A. Borchers
(NIST), R.J. Cava (Princeton), H. Christen (Oak Ridge), P. Dowben (Nebraska), S. El-Khatib
(Sharjah), C. Fennie (Cornell), M. Fitzsimmons (Oak Ridge), E.E. Fullerton (UC San Diego), S. Giblin
(ISIS), M. Green (NIST), P.S. Halasyamani (Houston), M. Hoch (NHMFL), Q. Huang (NIST), A. Huq
(Oak Ridge), R. Klie (Illinois), V. Lauter (Oak Ridge), J. Lynn (NIST), S. Maat (Hitachi GST), J.
Mitchell (Argonne), W. Moulton (deceased), D. Norris (ETH Zurich). S. Pantiledes (Vanderbilt), S.J.
Pennycook (NUS), N. Samarth (Penn State), J. Santamaria (Madrid), P. Schiffer (Illinois), H.
Srikanth (South Florida), Y. Suzuki (Stanford), J.-U. Thiele (Seagate), M. Varela (Madrid)
Thesis and Postdoctoral Advisors
Graduate Advisor: Dr. I. Terry, Durham University; Postdoc Advisor: Dr. I. Schuller, UC San Diego
Advisees
Ph.D. students: Mr. A. Albrecht, Mr. B. Voigt, Mr. Y. Yang, Ms. H. Wang, Mr. K. Ganguly, Mr. J.
Walter, Ms. P. Ambwani. Former Ph.D. students: Mr. F. Mork, Prof. L. Wang (Ph.D. 2006,
Royal Melbourne Inst. of Tech.), Dr. J. Wu (Ph.D. 2006, Western Digital), Dr. M. Lund (Ph.D.
2006, Winona State U.), Ms. M. Haugen, Dr. C. He (Ph.D. 2009, Intel), Mr. A. Spinelli (M.Sc.
2009, 3M), Dr. M. Sharma (Ph.D. 2010, Dow), Prof. M. Manno (Ph.D. 2011, U. of Minnesota),
Mr. T. Gulden (M.Sc. 2012, U. of Minnesota), Mr. M. Erickson (Ph.D. 2013, Intel), Ms. A.
Khaleel, Mr. C. Rice, Dr. S. Bose (Ph.D. 2015, Intel), Dr. X. Zhang (Ph.D. 2015, Lam Research).
Postdocs: Dr. E. MacCalla. Former post-docs: Dr. V. Faramarzi, Dr. S. Polisetty (TransTech),
Dr. L. O’Brien (U. of Cambridge), Dr. D. Phelan (Argonne), Prof. M. Manno (U. of Minnesota),
Dr. K. Bhatti (GE), Prof. S. Wang (Shanghai Jiao Tong U.), Prof. A. Baruth (Creighton U.), Prof. S.
El-Khatib (American U. of Sharjah), Prof. R. Wang, Dr. J. Parker (deceased), Dr. M. Torija (NVE
Inc.).
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D. Haugen (2013-05-24). "Minnesota’s new solar law: Looking beyond percentages". Midwest
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